PRESS RELEASE SLP | MARCH 2013

This is a public notice to all Florida vehicle owners and automotive professionals;
effective January 2013, The Eng Group LLC is the sole Florida importers and distributors
of High Quality Synthetic Oil and Lubricants manufactured by Fuchs Europe.
Fuchs was established in 1931 in Mannheim, Germany by Rudolf Fuchs and represents
over 90% of the synthetic oil and lubricants used in German luxury and diesel vehicles
throughout Europe.
The scope of products provided by Fuchs includes: Engine Oil for gasoline and Diesel
powered motors, Transmission Hydraulic Fluids systems (ATF), Suspension, Clutch and Brake
fluids, Refrigerant systems and point-of-lubrication synthetic grease (Renolit). Fuchs is one of
only a few “original-fill” products used in all German vehicles, light and heavy trucks, buses and
heavy equipment in Germany and Europe.
SILKOLENE LINE FOR ALL MOTORCYCLES NEEDS: ENGINES, CHAINS, GEARS,
MAINTENANCE.

The Eng Group LLC has been designated as the exclusive representative
distributor for the State of Florida. | HTTP://WWW.GENERALOILS.NET
We estimate that we can make available for distribution a minimum of 100,000 gallons
of high-quality synthetic oils and lubricants in the first year alone.
A savings of 10-14 liters of engine oil versus other inferior oil is realized when using
Fuchs full synthetic products, not to mention the time-savings advantage of fewer visits to the
repair shop. All this creates a major environmental savings, due largely to the service interval
increase caused by the longer-life synthetic oil. The intervals are anywhere from 11, 000 to
13,000 miles and in some cases 15,000 miles between oil changes!
Environmental Savings and Superior Fuchs Quality coupled with attractive and
competitive pricing will make Fuchs Europe oils and lubricants a very attractive choice for
luxury vehicles clients.
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